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Mendelweg 30 │ 2333 CS Leiden  │ The Netherlands 

Tel: +31 (0)71-5245000 

 

NB: navigation systems do not direct to the exact location on the basis of the address given. Drive via 

the Darwinweg and turn to the left (after you’ve passed under the walking bridge the Naturalis 

museum). This is the Mendelweg. 

 

From Amsterdam/ Schiphol 

 Take the A4 motorway, direction Den Haag; 

 At junction Burgerveen take the A44, towards 

Leiden-West; 

 Take exit 8, direction Leiden; 

 Take a left at the first traffic lights (Plesmanlaan); 

 Take a left at the fourth traffic lights (Darwinweg); 

 Turn left into the first side road (Mendelweg); 

 Via the intercom at the gates you will get access 

to the parking lot of Airbus Defence and Space.  

 From Den Haag 

 Take the A44 towards Wassenaar; 

 Take exit 8, direction Leiden; 

 Take a right at the first traffic lights 

(Plesmanlaan); 

 Take a left at the 4th traffic lights (Darwinweg); 

 Turn left into the first side road (Mendelweg); 

 Via the intercom at the gates you will get access 

to the parking lot.  

From Rotterdam 

 Coming from the A4 motorway, take the A12, 

towards Den Haag; 

 At the end of the road (Utrechtse Baan), take a 

right at the T-junction towards Wassenaar (N44); 

 The N44 becomes the A44 after about 5 km; 

 Take exit 8, direction Leiden; 

 Take a right at the 1
st
 traffic lights (Plesmanlaan); 

 Take a left at the fourth traffic lights (Darwinweg); 

 Turn left into the first side road (Mendelweg); 

 Via the intercom at the gates you will get access 

to the parking lot of Airbus Defence and Space. 

 By train, from Central Station Leiden 

Airbus Defence and Space is located on a 10 min. 

walk from railway station Leiden. Take the 

Westside exit (next to platform 8/9). Keep to the 

left and walk towards Leids Universitair Medisch 

Centrum (LUMC hospital), pass by the entrance, 

take a left after the main building. Follow the 

pedestrian route towards Museum Naturalis.  

You will cross under two skybridges, keep walking 

straight ahead in the direction of a building named 

SL Plaza. Near that building cross the road 

Darwinweg. Follow the Mendelweg. Our office 

building is located behind the barrier. 

 Please note: parking lots are located on the left; right in front of the building, and under it. 

 

 


